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1. Calculate the binding energy per nucleon for 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹26
56  nucleus given that its 

atomic mass is 55.934942 u.  (3)                                    
Assuming nuclei to be spherical, determine the nuclear mass density of 
𝐶𝐶612  .  (3)                                                                                    

What is the relationship between amu and energy?   (2)                                                               
State, very briefly, the significance of electric quadrupole moment of a 
nucleus. Support the answer with diagrams. (4)  
Represent graphically the variation of binding energy per nucleon with 
mass number and explain the energy release in the fission process using 
this graph.   (6.75) 
 

2. What are the basic assumptions of nuclear shell model? Characterize the 
successive shells according to the single-particle terms that describe the 
shell, i.e., the principal quantum number 𝑛𝑛, the orbital angular momentum 
quantum number 𝑙𝑙, and the total angular momentum quantum number  𝑗𝑗 . 
 (3+6) 
Determine the Coulomb repulsion energy of the 2 protons in 𝐻𝐻𝐹𝐹2

3  
assuming them to be separated by the nuclear radius. (3) 
What is the exchange theory of nuclear forces? Write the name of the 
particles exchanged between the nucleons. Discuss four features of 
nuclear forces. (2+0.75+ 4= 6.75) 
  



3. State the assumptions of Gamow’s theory of alpha decay. What is the 
Geiger Nuttall law for alpha decay and represent it graphically In the 
energy spectrum of the alpha particles emitted in an alpha decay, very 
closely spaced lines are observed why? (2+2+1+2 =7) 
Discuss the role of neutrino in explaining the conservations of energy and 
angular momentum in a beta decay. (5) 
Determine the Q value of the alpha decay of  𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃94

236   to 𝑈𝑈92
232  and 

calculate the kinetic energy of the daughter nucleus. (3.75+3=6.75)  

4. State the differences between direct reactions and compound nucleus 
formation reactions. (4) 
Why are neutrons in particular, useful as bombarding agents in nuclear 
reactions. Write 2 neutron induced nuclear reactions. (3+2=5) 
State the assumptions made in the study of Coulomb scattering of 
charged particles by matter.  (5)  
Calculate the excitation energy of the compound nucleus ( 𝑈𝑈92

236 )∗formed 
in the absorption of thermal neutron by 𝑈𝑈92

235  .                             
  𝑈𝑈92
235  + 𝑛𝑛 → ( 𝑈𝑈92

236 )∗ neglect the kinetic energy of the neutron.  (4.75) 
 

5. What is meant by the threshold frequency in photoelectric effect?  (2)                                                                    
In a Compton scattering experiment, a 250 keV photon is scattered 
through an angle of 60°. Calculate the energies of the scattered photon 
and the Compton electron. ( 2+3=5)  
List the different types of scintillators used for detection of nuclear 
radiation. (3) 
Explain the principle and working of a GM counter. (2+6.75=8.75) 
  

6. Tabulate the composition of anti proton and Σ+, according to Quark model 
including the quark content, Baryon number and charge. (4) . 
Explain which of the following reactions are allowed or forbidden under 
the conservation of strangeness, conservation of baryon number, 
conservation of charge, conservation of isospin, conservation of z 
component of isospin, conservation of Lepton number. Also state the kind 
of interaction followed. Else, state the conservation laws violated. 
i)  𝜋𝜋+ + 𝑛𝑛 →  Λ0 + 𝐾𝐾+ 
ii)  Ξ0 → Σ0 + Λ0  
iii)  𝐾𝐾− + 𝑝𝑝 →  Ω− + 𝐾𝐾+ + 𝐾𝐾0                                                                                                                                                        

(9) 

          A uniform magnetic field of 1.6 T is used in a cyclotron which has the 
Dee’s radius of 0.55 m. Calculate:  



 (a) the energy to which a proton can be accelerated. Mass of a proton is 
1.67 x 10-27 kg. 

          (b)  The total number of complete revolutions made by the protons in 
attaining this energy. (3+2.75=5.75)                                                                              

 

Useful data for atomic masses 

 M( 𝑈𝑈92
235 ) = 235.0439 𝑃𝑃   ;  M( 𝑈𝑈92

236 ) = 236.0456𝑃𝑃 ;  M( 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃94
236 ) = 

236.046071𝑃𝑃;  M( 𝑈𝑈92
232 ) = 232.037168𝑃𝑃 ; 

  M( 𝐻𝐻) = 1.0078251
1  𝑃𝑃;  mass of neutron  =1.008665𝑃𝑃   

 Coulomb constant = 1/ 4𝜋𝜋𝜖𝜖0  = 9 𝑋𝑋 109   𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚
2

𝐶𝐶2
  

 
 

   

 
 
 

 

 
 


